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Abstract: At present, some network personalized information recommendation systems have the 
problem of high CPU usage, so this paper designs the network personalized information 
recommendation system based on big data. The network personalized information tags are obtained, 
and the keywords are selected to annotate the recommended resources. Based on big data, the 
potential factors of user behavior are extracted and the data association features are identified. Under 
different recommended strategy, the retention rate and click-through rate of each traffic group ID are 
counted, in order to improve the traffic allocation function of the recommendation system. Test results: 
the average CPU utilization rate of the network personalized information recommendation system in 
this paper is 40.43%, which is 7.02% and 7.26% lower than the other two network personalized 
information recommendation systems, respectively. This shows that the designed network personalized 
information recommendation system has better compression resistance after combining big data 
technology. 
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1. Introduction 

Influenced by the development of information technology, network personalized information 
recommendation service has become a new product. At the same time, the impact of the rise of the 
Internet is not only reflected in the commercial value, but also penetrated into the daily life of most 
people [1-2]. In particular, the online network covers the corresponding user behavior and information 
transmission trajectory, which also leads to the trace of all data and information on the network, 
providing a data basis for the design and application of the network personalized information 
recommendation system [3]. At the same time, with the rapid growth of information, a series of 
problems may occur. Therefore, it is necessary to introduce big data technology to preprocess relevant 
data. In essence, the network personalized information recommendation system is to screen out the 
information that meets the needs of users from the numerous data information, which has high practical 
significance. 

2. Design of network personalized information recommendation system 

2.1. Access to network personalized information tags 

Network personalized information label is a kind of integration of resources such as user interest 
and information characteristics, including corresponding labeling times, frequencies and other 
information [4]. In the above label information, big data technology is used to mine the information and 
rules required by users, and select keywords to annotate the recommended resources. Generally, data 
and information contained in labels can reflect user interests and preferences [5]. Under the influence 
of specific resources, the probabilistic expression formula of recommendation labels is described as 
follows: 
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In formula (1), η  represents user, ε  represents resource, and δ  represents label set. Formula 
(1) works on the premise that ε  and η  have the same weight, but considering the actual scenario, 
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η  contains more labels. Therefore, the formula (1) is smoothed as follows: 
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In Formula (2), T  represents label dimension. In addition, when invalid labels exist in the 
recommendation system, the negative impact on the recommendation system should be reduced by data 
cleaning [6]. Although the popularity of a resource can be judged by the network personalized 
information label in most networks, when the amount of information is too large, it still needs to be 
classified according to the degree of association between the labels [7]. In order to mine the hidden 
features of user behavior from different angles, as the basis for subsequent system recommendation. 
Based on the above description, the steps of obtaining the network personalized information label are 
completed. 

2.2. Extracting potential factors of user behavior based on big data 

Use big data technology to extract potential factors of user behavior from massive network data 
according to historical data and information, and guide the subsequent system design and application 
direction. Improve system functions according to user preferences and other behavioral information. In 
the face of problems such as missing data in the data set, it is necessary to identify data association 
features and predict unknown information through big data technology. The specific expression 
formula is as follows: 
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In Formula (3), L  represents the data set, φ  represents the total number of vectors, and µ  
represents the inner product of vectors. At the same time, because each system user has different 
scoring standards for different resource types in the scoring process, information bias needs to be 
considered in the process of extracting potential factors of user behavior [8-9]. Under the condition that 
the average value of user related items is known, the potential factor is taken as the optimization 
coefficient of the loss function, and the mathematical expression formula of the offset information is 
obtained as follows: 
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In Formula (4), λ  represents the potential factor, and k  represents the optimization coefficient 
of the loss function. In addition, since the data information reflected by labels is more 
multi-dimensional, it is necessary to further combine semantic analysis methods to compare the 
differences of data information after extracting the potential factors of user behavior [10]. Based on this, 
the steps of extracting potential factors of user behavior are completed. 

2.3. Improve the flow distribution function of the recommendation system 

The traffic distribution function of network personalized information recommendation system is to 
select different traffic distribution schemes under different network modes according to the established 
recommendation strategy and user behavior preferences [11]. When users browse information on the 
web page, a series of behavior logs will be generated accordingly, and the system's traffic allocation 
function will automatically and spontaneously send the traffic group ID to users, and enter the traffic 
group allocation phase [12]. After continuous operation, the system will count the retention rate and 
click through rate of each traffic group ID under different recommendation strategies to determine 
whether the recommendation strategy needs to be adjusted. Based on the above, the basic structure of 
the flow allocation function use case is obtained, as shown in Figure 1: 
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Figure 1: Basic Structure of Flow Allocation Function Use Case 

As can be seen from Figure 1, the traffic group management and traffic allocation management of 
the system have the same permissions for user recommendation policies. If a user's traffic group ID has 
different attributes, the system administrator can query and modify the attributes. In addition, in the 
face of multi-dimensional and heterogeneous data sources, the recommendation policy grouping 
function of the system is triggered, and the data dimension is ignored to a certain extent, so as to ensure 
that the traffic allocation function is not disturbed [13]. Based on this, the steps of improving the traffic 
distribution function of the recommendation system are completed. 

3. System pressure test 

3.1. Setting up the Test Environment 

According to the actual application environment of the network personalized information 
recommendation system designed this time, build the system test environment before the test. Server 
configuration: CPU: Intel Xeon E3-1220 v6, memory: DDR4 16G, hard disk: SATA 512GB; In the 
cluster environment, two master nodes are allocated as the primary node and the standby node. In 
addition to resource scheduling management, three or more slave slave nodes are allocated for data 
storage and parallel resource processing. Java and Scala are selected as the development language, 
Tomcat is used as the Web server, the development framework is SpringBoot, and the MysQL tool is 
Navicat Premium. Before testing, after installing MysQL, create Hive users, download files to the 
$HIVE HOME/lib directory, and conduct system testing. 

3.2. Stress test results 

Table 1: Stress test results of network personalized information recommendation system 

Number of 
concurrent users 

CPU utilization (%) 
Network personalized 

information 
recommendation system 

based on improved neural 
network 

Network personalized 
information 

recommendation system 
based on association rules 

Web personalized 
information 

recommendation system 
in this paper 

50 5.16 6.22 3.49 
100 22.15 23.69 18.94 
150 26.99 26.04 23.17 
200 43.61 45.48 38.55 
250 47.93 49.36 41.02 
300 52.61 53.59 43.31 
350 56.94 57.24 53.19 
400 62.15 63.48 58.47 
450 75.61 72.48 60.94 
500 81.33 79.33 63.26 
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In order to get accurate test results, this test is conducted by experimental comparison. The network 
personalized information recommendation system based on improved neural network and the network 
personalized information recommendation system based on association rules are used as references. 
The cpu utilization of the proposed network personalized information recommendation system and the 
other two network personalized information recommendation systems in different user concurrency 
scenarios are respectively tested, as shown in Table 1: 

As can be seen from Table 1, the average cpu utilization of the network personalized information 
recommendation system in this paper is 40.43%. The average cpu utilization of the network 
personalized information recommendation system based on improved neural network is 47.45%. The 
average cpu utilization of the network personalized information recommendation system based on 
association rules is 47.69%. The network personalized information recommendation system in 
exposit-text is superior to the other two network personalized information recommendation systems in 
terms of pressure performance. 

4. Conclusion 

Based on big data technology, this paper improves the flow distribution function of the system. The 
effect of user behavior on recommendation strategy is fully considered and the performance of the 
existing network personalized information recommendation system is improved. In the subsequent 
research, we need to focus on the difference between long-term interests and short-term interests of 
users, so as to obtain more accurate recommendation results. 
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